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:-'L\IPLIFIED PROCEDliRE FOR SELECTIXG CAPAClTIE:::i 
OF DUCT SYSTK\IS FOR GRA \'ITY WAR:\I-
AIR H EATIXG PLA'XT:::l 
1. ! XTRODCCTIO:\ 
1. Cnderlying Principles of the Standard Gravity Code.-Th e 
:-;tandarcl Gravity Code~· for the design and insta ll ation of gravity 
11·a rm-air heating s)·stems 1rns adopted in October 1922, and intro-
duced the first rational procedure fo r the design of graYit)' wnrm -
nir heating system,;. The basic figures in the Code 1Ycrc derind from 
extensive tests made in the :\Icchanical Engineering Laborator)' nt the 
Cn iYersity of Illinois in connection 11·ith a cooperative research project 
:'ponsored by the N ation a l \Ynrm -.\ir H eating and Air Conditioning 
-.\ ,.:soc iation. 
The design procedure prescribed in the Code ma>· be brief!)' sum-
rnnrized as follows: 
I a) The heat losses from the room:- to be heated a rc expressed in 
terms of the square inches of 1Yann-nir lender pipe required. B ased on 
a register a ir temperature of 175 deg. F., t he 11·arm-nir carrying ca-
pacities of leader pipes to the first. second , nnd t hird sto ries arc ginn 
n:,; 111. 167, a nd 200 B. t.u. per hour per :-::quarc inch of cross -sectional 
a rea of t he leader pipe, rcspectinly. 
( b) The required area of each 1Yan11-air stack leading to second 
nnd third story rcgi;;;ters is specified to be not less t han 70 per cent of 
the ralcu latcd area of the connected 11·arm-air leader pipe. 
(c) The free a reas of t he warm-air registers must be equal to the 
cnlculatcd areas of the connected 11·arm-air leader pipes. 
(cl) The furnace capacities arc stated in terms of square inches 
of leader area on the basis that each square inch of cross-sectionnl 
area is equivalent to an average carrying capacity of 136 B.t.u. per 
hour. For buildings more than one story in height. in 1Yhich all stories 
arc to be heated, the furnace to be used is limited to one haYing a 
rating at least equal to the sum of the cross-sectional areas of the 
leader pipes to a ll of the rooms. For buildings in 11·hich the rooms to 
be heated arc all on one story, the sum of the required leader pipe 
arcns fo r all the rooms is mu ltiplied by a correction factor depending 
upon "·hich story is to be heated. and the corrected ~um of leader pipe 
nreas is specified as a ba::<is for ~e l erting the furnace. 
*"The ~tandard Gravity Cod(' for thf' D e.-.i l!n and T n~tn llntion of Grn,·ity \\"ann-.\ ir llr3ting 
R~·st f'ms," publishC' d by thl' Xationa l \\"a r m- .--\ 1r Jrc>nti ng and ~\ i r Con di11n11111g .\ .. :" 11crnti11n, 
145 Puhlir :-;quarC'. Clen•lnnd , Oh io. 
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I e) In the case of recirculation, or where all of the air is taken 
from "·ithin a building. the return-air duct must have a net cross-
,,ectional area throughout its entire length of not less than the com-
bined calculated cross-sectional area of all warm-air leader pipes 
connected to the furnace. 
The Standard Code introduces the term square inches of leader 
pipe as a physical unit, to be used instead of the equivalent heat de-
livery at the register faces, or carrying capacity, expressed in B.t.u. 
per hour. The heat deliveries of stacks, registers, furnace, and return 
ducts are all expressed in terms of this physical unit, on the basis 
that it can be more readily visualized by the heating contractor than 
ratings stated in terms of the fundamental unit of B.t.u. per hour. 
2. Limitations of the Standard Gravity Code.-Gravity warm-air 
furnace systems installed in accordance with the Standard Code have. 
in general, given very satisfactory results. However, in the course of 
the years since it was first introduced, some limitations of the Code 
haYe become apparent. In addition, the more recent development of 
forced "·arm-air heating systems has tended to divert the attention 
of the heating contractor from the gravity furnace, and a newer group 
of heating contractors have entered the industry without having 
studied and applied the Standard Code. Hence, the purpose of this 
circular is to analyze the results presented in previous bulletins of the 
Engineering Experiment Station, to present a proposed method for 
eliminating some of the limitations and misapplications of the existing 
Standard Code, and to simplify the procedure. 
The limitations of the Standard Code, and proposed methods for 
correcting for them are as follows: 
(a) In engineering practice, by generally accepted methods, the 
heat losses from rooms are calculated in terms of B.t.u. per hour, and 
not in terms of square inches of leader pipe. In forced warm-air 
heating practice the heat losses are practically always calculated in 
terms of B.t.u. per hour. Under the existing conditions, a heating 
contractor "·ho finds it necessary to design both a gravity warm-air 
system and a forced \\·arm-air system for the same structure is re-
quired to calculate the heat losses by two different methods involving 
hrn different units. In the analysis presented in this circular the warm-
air carrying capacities and the service capacities of return-air ducts 
haYe been expressed entirely in terms of B.t.u. per hour. 
(b) The emphasis placed upon the carrying capacity of each 
square inch of leader pipe has tended to obscure the equally important 
fact that full capacities of the leader pipe will not be obtained unless 
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the boot, stack, stackhead, and registers also have adequate areas. In 
many installations adequately sized leader pipes have been attached 
to inadequately sized stacks and fittings, with the result that the ex-
pected plant performance has not been obtained. In fact, a large 
number of boot fittings that do not give the proper combinations of 
leader pipe and stack are listed in commercial catalogues. Where the 
combinations of leader pipes, boots, stacks, stackheads, and registers 
are left entirely to the judgment of the heating contractor some inap-
propriate selections are highly probable. 
Conforming with the proposed method, the proper combination of 
leader pipes, stacks, and registers have been listed as a unit. 
(c) Quoting from Note Number 5 in the Standard Code: 
"It is understood in using the values for determining basement 
warm-air pipe areas that these pipes should be run comparatively 
straight and that they should not be over 12 feet in length. Sharp 
turns and long pipes should have extra capacity. When warm air pipes 
exceed 12 feet in length or haYe more than two 90-degree turns, the 
next larger commercial size pipe must be used. \Vhen increases are 
made, corresponding increases in sizes should be made in stacks, fit-
tings and registers." 
This note has often been ignored in practice. In many cases, in-
creases in leader pipe areas have been made without the corresponding 
increases in sizes of stacks, fittings, and registers. 
In the method proposed in this circular, rating tables of the equip-
ment units are presented which incorporate the effects on capacity of 
long leader pipes and of large numbers of elbows in the run. 
(d) The large number of sizes of fittings and registers now being 
offered commercially has resulted in increased costs of production, not 
only for the fittings manufacturer but also for the jobber and dealer. 
These costs are ultimately transmitted to the consumer. Attempts at 
standardization of parts and sizes have previously been made by in-
dividual companies, but no uniformity has existed between the prac-
tices of these companies. 
In this circular the number of sizes of all component parts has been 
reduced to the minimum necessary to satisfy all requirements, and the 
subsequent combinations of parts have been listed as standard equip-
ment units. These sizes and parts have been accepted as a standard 
for gravity warm-air heating systems by the National Warm-Air 
Heating and Air Conditioning Association. 
(e) Three different ratings, in terms of square inches of leader pipe, 
have been required for each furnace, depending upon whether the 
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furnace was to be used for heating only the first story, only the second 
story, or both stories of a house. 
In the proposed method the furnace rating is expressed in terms 
of B.t.u. per hour delivery at the register faces, and only one rating 
is necessary regardless of the number of stories to be heated. 
(f) Even though the cross-sectional areas have been maintained 
in accordance with Code requirements, many warm-air furnace sys-
tems have been installed with inadequate return-air capacity, with 
the result that the register air temperatures have been excessively high , 
fuel consumption has been larger than necessary, and furnaces have 
been overheated. This is true because the return-air capacity is 
affected by the length of duct and the number of sharp turns in the 
duct system as well as by the cross-sectional area. A long return duct 
having many sharp elbows may have less than 50 per cent of the 
capacity of a shorter, more streamlined return duct having the same 
cross-sectional area. 
In this proposed method, return-air duct systems are reduced to 
the five most common types, and the capacity ratings are listed in 
terms of B.t.u. per hour serviced. 
(g) Catalogues of register manufacturers show, in some cases, over 
100 different sizes of return-air grilles. In this circular sixteen sizes 
have been selected as standard. 
It is apparent from the preceding summary of the limitations and 
misapplications of the Standard Code that the fault exists neither in 
the fundamental data upon which it is based nor in the method of 
presentation in the text. Any modification of the Standard Code which 
will simplify the procedure of designing a gravity warm-air furnace 
system and which will at the same time permit fewer decisions based 
on personal judgment to be made by the heating contractor may be 
regarded as an improvement. The object in view in this circular, 
therefore, has been to present a method which may be considered as 
an extension of, or a practical application of, the principles underlying 
the Standard Code, without any implication that the Code in itself 
should be discarded. 
3. Acknowledgments.-This analysis has been made incident to 
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II. CARRYING CAPACITIES OF WAR:\I-AIR LEADERS AND STACKS 
4. Selection of Register Air Temperatures.- The values for the heat 
carrying capacities of leader pipes used in the Standard Gravity Code 
are approximations based on the test results shown in Fig. 1. The 
values were selected for a register air temperature of 175 deg. F. for 
first, second, and third story registers. In actual practice the register 
air temperatures for first, second, and third story registers differ one 
from another. Hence, taking into consideration only ~wo-story build-
ings, a more logical approach consists of determining a bonnet air 
temperature, which in conjunction with average temperature drops 
between the bonnet and the registers , would give an average of 175 
deg. F. for the air leaving the first and second story registers. 
An examination of the individual test data* for first and second 
story registers, used in connection with a leader length of 8 feet , 
showed that, for a bonnet temperature of 200 deg. F., the average 
temperature drops between bonnet and registers were 20 deg. F. and 
30 deg. F. for first and second story registers, respectively. 
•Univ. of Ill. Eng. Exp. Sta. Bui. 141 , R eference curves Nos. 15 and 30 in Figs. 14 and 15 
for second story registers. Eng. Exp. Sta. Bui. 188 , Figs. 28 and 34 for fi rst story registers. 
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The corresponding register air temperatures were 180 deg. F . for 
t he first story and 170 deg. F . for the second story, or an average of 
175 deg. F. 
5. Carrying Capacity of First-Story L eader Pipes for Basic Runs 
8 ft . in L ength.-The average carrying capacity of leader pipes 8 ft. 
long leading to first story registers, and with one elbow attached to the 
boot connection, was determined from Fig. 1. For a register air tem-
perature of 180 deg. F. the average carrying capacity per square inch 
of leader pipe area was 113 B.t.u. per hour. This value applies to the 
case in which the free area of the register is equal to or greater than 
that of the leader pipe. T ests reported in Bulletin 188* indicated ex-
ceedingly small differences in capacity between first-story floor reg-
*Univ. of Ill. Eng. Exp . Sta. Bui. 188, pp. 75-80. 
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T ABLE 1 
W ARM-Am CARRYING CAPACITY OF LE ADER P1rEs TO 
Fms·r-STO RY R E GISTEns* 
Leader Pipe Carrying Capacity, B.t .u. per hr. 
13 
Area Register Free Area Equal With Commercial Sizes D iameter 
in. sq . in . to Leader Areat 
8 50.3 5 680 
9 63.6 7 180 
10 78.5 8 870 
12 113.1 12 780 
14 15-1.0 17 ·100 
'Length of leader pipe= 8 ft.; one 90 deg. elbow at boot fitting. 
tSee Table 2 for floor registers. 
tSee Table 3 for baseboard registers. 
of Registerst 
5 680 
7 180 
8 870 
12 590 
16 530 
isters and first-story baseboard registers of the same size. Therefore, 
fo r the purpose of this analysis the value of 113 B.t.u. per sq. in . has 
been considered as applicable to both floor and baseboard locations. 
and the capacities of the leader pipe, boot, and register combinations 
shown in the third column of T able 1 ,,·ere obtained by multiplying the 
corresponding leader areas by 113. 
The commercial sizes shown in T able 2 for first-story floor regist ers 
have been designated as standard sizes by t he register manufacturers. 
For example, Unit No. l a refers to a combination of an 8-in. leader 
pipe connected to an 8-in. x 10-in. register. For Units Nos. l a to 5a 
the rat ios of register free area to leader pipe area are in every case 
T ABLE 2 
COMMERCIAL SrzEs* OF FLOOR R EGI STERS FOR FIRST STORY 
Leader Pipe Floor Register 
Unit 
Diameter Area Size Opening Areat 
in. sq. in. in. sq. in . 
l a 8 50 .3 8 x 10 73.4 
2a 9 63.6 9x12 100 .5 
3a 10 78.5 10 x 12 111. 9 
4a 12 113. 1 12 x 14 
158.2 
5a 14 154.0 14x 16 
213.0 
*Sizes designated as standard by rrgister manufacturers. 
tOpcning sizes assumed as ~in. less than listed register sizes. 
tFrec area assumed equal to 7 5 per cent of the opening area. 
Free Areat 
sq. in. 
55. 0 
75.3 
84.0 
118. 7 
159.8 
Ratio of 
Free Area 
to Leader 
Area 
1.09 
1.18 
1.07 
1.05 
1.04 
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TABLE 3 
COMMERCIAL SIZES* OF BASEBOARD REGISTERS FOR FIRST STORY 
Leader Pipe Baseboard Register 
Ratio of 
l:nit Free Area 
Diameter Area Size Extension Opening Free Areat to Leader Arcat Area in. sq. in. in. in. sq. in. sq. in. 
lb 8 50 3 10 x 8 .-, I / 
- • 4 73 4 55.0 1.09 
2b 9 63.6 12 x 8 Z)<i 88.7 66.5 1.05 
3b 10 78.5 12 x !) 3;~ 100 .5 75 .3 0.96 
4b 12 113 . 1 13 x 11 - I / " , 4 134.2 100.8 0 . 89 
5b 14 154 . 0 14 x 12 5}~ 158.2 118 . 7 0 . 77 
•Sizes designated as standard by register manufacturers, except the 14 x 12 size, which was 
not specified. 
tOpcning sizes assumed as '-i in. less than listed register sizes. 
tFree area assumed equal to 75 per cent of the opening area. 
greater than 1.0. Hence, the capacities shown in the third column of 
Table 1 apply directly to combination Units Nos. la to 5a. 
Table 3 lists the commercial sizes of first-story baseboard registers 
which have been designated as standard sizes by the register manufac-
turers. With the exception of Unit No. lb, the register sizes listed for 
baseboard locations are slightly smaller than those listed for floor 
locations. For example, Unit ~o. 2b has a 12-in. x 8-in. baseboard 
register whereas Unit No. 2a has a 9-in. x 12-in. floor register. The 
values given in the last column of Table 3 indicate that for Units 
Nos. 4b and 5b the ratio of register free area to leader area is materi-
ally less than 1.0. That is, some amount of restriction to air flow 
exists at the register face so that the full capacity of the leader pipe 
would not be obtainable. 
The data from Bulletin 188,* showing the relation between the 
relative heating effect at the registers and the ratio of free area to 
leader pipe area, has been replotted as shown in Fig. 2. The reduction 
in heating effect for ratios of 0.89 and 0.77 were respectively 1 ~ and 
5 per cent. The capacities shown in the last column of Table 1 for 
12-in. and 14-in. leader pipes were, therefore, made 1 Y2 per cent and 
5 per cent less than the corresponding capacities shown in the third 
column of the same table. 
Since the capacities given in the last column of Table 1 are more 
conservative than those given in the third column, they have been 
considered as basic for carrying capacities of Units Nos. 1 to 5, and 
*Loe. cit. pp. 66-68. 
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have been used in the tables of carrying capacities of combinations 
employing both floor and baseboard register locations. 
6. Carrying Capacity of Second-Story Stacks and Leader Pipes for 
Basic Runs 8 ft . in L ength. (Single-Wall Stacks and Fittings ).- In 
the case of a second-story run , the leader pipe, boot, stack, stackhead, 
and register should be considered as component parts of an integral 
unit rather than as individual unrelated items. The carrying capacity 
of such a unit is dependent to a great extent on the size of the most 
restricted part, which in most installations is the stack. The curves 
shown in Fig. 3 indicate that for cases in which the ratio of stack area 
to leader-pipe area is 0.7 or greater, practically the full carrying 
capacity of the leader pipe will be obtained. However, for cases in 
which the stack area is less than 0.7 of the leader area, the most re-
stricted area in the warm-air run exists in the stack, and the carrying 
capacity of the unit will be dependent primarily upon the stack size.* 
Specific data confirming this statement are presented in Table 4. Two 
cases are shown in Table 4A in which an 8-in. and a 10-in. leader pipe 
were separately attached to the same stack. In both cases, although 
increasing the diameter of the leader pipe from 8-in . to 10-in. enlarged 
*Univ. of Ill. Eng. Exp. Sta. Bui. 141 , p. 137. 
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the leader-pipe area by 56 per cent the capacities were increased only 
7 per cent, or one-eighth of the increase effected in the leader area. 
Thus, for a given size of stack, a large percentage increase in the 
leader-pipe area does not result in a corresponding percentage increase 
in the carrying capacity. 
On the other hand, as shO\rn in Table 4B, 11·hen a 3-in. by 10-in. 
and a 3-in. by 12-in. stack were separately attached to the same leader 
pipe, the increase of 20 per cent in stack area was accompanied by an 
increase in carrying capacity of approximately 17.5 per cent. H ence, 
in the case :of leader pipes attached to undersized stacks, the carrying 
capacity of the unit is practicalJy proportional to the stack area. 
As stated in Section 4, the register air temperature for second-story 
registers was assumed as 170 deg. F., when the bonnet air temperature 
was 200 deg. F . The average curve shown in Fig. 1 for second-story 
runs was based on various combinations of leader lengths and ratios 
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TABLE 4 
CoMPARISOK oF C ARllYIKG CAPACITY oF STACKS A:\D LEADERS AS AFFECTED BY 
A CTUAL S'l'A CK AHEA (SINGLE-\VALI ,) 
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 
Bulletin No ........... 141 141 lH 
Reference I P age N o ... 
······· · 
47 46 47 
Curve N o .. ........ . .. 30 11 28 
I Size, in ... 
· · ····· 
3x10 3 x 10 3 x 12 
Stack 
T y pe of wall . . . ....... single singl e single 
Diameter, in . . . .. . ... 8 10 8 
Leader pipe I 
Length, ft ...... . ... . .. s s 8 
Ratio of area of stack to leader . . . . ... 0 . 598 0 . 382 0 . 717 
RegistC'r temperature, deg. F .. . . .. .. 170 
I 
170 170 
D elivery, B .t.u . per hr . . .. ... . . 7350 7900 8650 
A. Comparison of Two Sizes of Leaders on Same Stack 
Comparison of . Cases 2 nnd 1 
Ratio of leader area .. 1. 56 
Ratio of deliveries . . ... 1.08 
B . Comparison of Two ~iz C'S of :-:) tack on Same Leader 
Comparison of . ..... . 
Ratio of stack area .. 
Ratio of capacities . .... 
Ca,es 3 a nd 1 
1 20 
1.176 
Case 4 
141 
46 
10 
3 x 12 
single 
10 
8 
0 458 
170 
9200 
Cases 4 and 3 
1. 56 
1.06 
Cases 4 and 2 
1.20 
1.165 
of stack area to leader area. For the purpose of this analysis, which 
has been based on the carrying capacity of a conYentional run 8 ft. 
in length, reference has been made not to the aYerage values shown in 
Fig. 1, but to the specific data selected from the original tests , in which 
the lengths and ratios were definitely stated. The carrying capacities 
of second-story combination units were determined from the basic 
data shown in Table 5. Since the stack is the most restricted section 
of the unit, the minimum or required leader-pipe area can be con-
.cl d 1 t stack area Tl 1 d . ·t s1 ere as equa o 
0
_
7 
. 1e average ea er carrymg capacr y 
per sq. in. of required leader area, as shown in the last line of Table 5, 
was approximately 170 B.t.u. per hr., which is in close agreement with 
the value of 167 B.t.u. per hr. used in the Standard Code. 
Table 6 shows the carrying capacities of second-story leader pipes 
for a basic run of 8 ft. in length 'vith a single 90-clcgrce elbmY in the 
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TABLE 5 
CARRYI:\"G CAPACITY OF S ·rACKS A:-.ID Ll,ADERS AS RELATED TO 
REQl' fRED LEADEH AREA (8l1'GLE-\YALL) 
Case 1 
I Bulletin C\o .. 
HC'feren('c Page ~ o ... 
14 l 
-l7 and .:;:3 
! Cun·p ~o .. 30 
I SizP, in. ;3 x 10 
~tack Type. single 
]fright 
---- .. . ··· ····1 !Oft.6 in . 
I 
DiamC'tPr, in .. 
LcadC' r pip<' . 
].('llgth, ft. 
------ -------
Register t('mperatun', deg. F 
TcrnperaturP drop, d C'g. F .. 
Bonnet krnpcrat urc, df'g. F 
B.t.u. delin•ry pC'r hr .. 
LC'adcr pipe area, sq. in . 
Leader ca pa city, B .t.u. per hr. per sq. in. 
.\f'tuul arPa. 
HequirPd arf'a* ... 
.\ctual area .. 
llPquinxl area• ... 
stack arPa, SQ. in . 
*RequirPd IPadcr arpa considered a~ Pqual to O.i 
8 
8 
----
170 
30 
200 
73.50 
.;o. 3 
42 9 
Hti 
171 
Case 6 
Hl 
-16 and .)2 
l.) 
3 x l :l 
singl <' 
10 ft. 6 ill. 
10 
8 
-----
169. ,5 
30 . .5 
200 
9400 
78. ;j 
35. 7 
120 
lti9-average 170 
boot connection. The procedure "·hich was followed in estimating the 
items in Table 6 for Units Xos. 11 to 16, inclusiYe, "·as as follows: 
(a) With the cooperation of the duct and fittings manufacturers , 
six commercial stack sizes were selected and designated as standard. 
( c) The required leader area was determined by diYiding the 
stack area by 0.7. 
(e) The capacity of the unit was obtained by multiplying the 
required leader area by 170. 
(f) The next larger size of commercial leader pipe was used. 
(h) The nearest commercial size of register designated as standard 
by the register manufacturers was used. 
Thus, the leader-pipe sizes proposed (item (f) in Table 6) for each 
size of stack are the next largest commercial sizes to meet the re-
quirements (item (d)). The capacities (Item (e)) are based on the 
required leader size, and not on the actual leader sizes. Hence, they 
are somewhat conservative. 
The capacities shown in item (c), Table 6, apply specifically to 
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TABLE 6 
CAHRYING CAPACITIES OF SECO:\"D-STORY CO~lBI:\AT!OX 
UNITS ( SINGLE-WALL) 
Unit ~o ... .... 
11 12 I l:l I l.J. 13 I lG 
(a) CommC'rrial stack si zf', in .... 10 x3H 12 x 3
1 I 1:3 x 3 1.\ 1.J. x 3 t'.( 12x.)
1:l 1-lx.JI 4 
(b) Stack area, sq. in . . . 32. ,) :30.0 
-12 2 4.) .. j 6:3.0 \ i :l ;; 
(c) llcquirrd leade r arf"a, sq. in ... 46 4 I .j.~. 7 60 4 5.; o I 90.0 10.; 0 
(d) llC'quirrd leader dia., in ... i . 7 ~4 8.8 
9.1 10 . i \ 11 6 
(e) Capacity, B.t.u. per hr. .. ; 900 \ 9 4i0 \10 260 
11 o.;o 1.; :ioo 1; s.;u 
(f) Commrrcial leader size to use, 
dia., in .. 8 9 
9 10 12 I 12 
(g) ltC'quircd register free area, 
sq. in . .. .J.6 . 4 
.j,j 7 60 4 6.'i.O 90.0 10.j u 
(h) Commercial baseboard register I 
size, in .... . . . .... ······· 10 x 8 12 x 8 
t:! x 8 12 xS 12 x 10 13 x 11 
(i) Actual rcgistrr freC' area, sq. in ... 5: :g1 66.5 66 j I 66.3 8.J..0 JOO ." R . ff actual I I (j ) · atio o rce areas: required. 1201 1. 10 1021 0 94 o.n• I 
~otcs: (a) Sizes designated as standard b:i-· fittings manufacturNs. 
. stack area (c) Required leader area = --0-.7--. 
(e) Capacity, B.t.u. per hr. = required leader area X 170. 
(h) Sizes designated as standard bv rC'gistrr manufactur<'rS. (i) Opening sizC's assumed as Ys ifi. lrs!' than list('d r<'gister sizes. Free area assumC'd eqtial to 
75 per cent of the opC'ning area. (j) From Fig. 2 no rrduction in capacity was efff'ctcd by the register for ratios of actual free 
arC'a to required area greater than 0.9. 
wall register locations in second-story combinations. As applied to 
the usual type of second-story floor register combination, with a hori-
zontal offset, the following quotation from Engineering Experiment 
Station Bulletin :\o. 188 is pertinent: 
"For an equal supply of heat to the furnace , the wall register com-
bination delivered from 15 to 20 per cent more heat through the 
register face than the floor combination. The inferiority of the floor 
register combination may be ascribed to the resistance and turbulence 
at the right-angle elbow in the system at the top of the stack, and to 
the greater height and motive head of the wall system."* 
H ence, when floor registers in second-story combinations are used the 
carrying capacities shown in item (e), Table 6, should be reduced by 
15 per cent. 
7. Carrying Capacities for Double-TV all Stacks and Fittings.-A 
survey of double-wall stacks commercially available indicated that the 
four sizes listed in Table 7 were currently carried in stock. The tests! 
*Univ. of Ill. Eng. Exp. Sta. Dul. 188, pp. 75-77. 
tUniv. of Ill. Eng. Exp. ~ta. Bui. 141, p. 115. 
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TABLE 7 
CARRYII\G CAPACITIES OF 8ECOND-STOHY COMBINATION 
UKITS ( DOUBLE-\YALL) 
r~t~o ........................... 1 21 22 23 
{a) CommerC'ial stack siz(', in. 
I 
I 
In ternal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... , 2 1 2*xlO 3 x 10 272• x 12 
External . ................ . ... 3Ys'xl0% 
I 
3% x 10% 3Ys*xl2% 
(b ) Internal stack area, sq. in .. ..... .. 2.~.0 :30 . 0 30.0 I 
(c) EquiYalcnt capac1tyt of srnglc-wall 
I 0.83 (~nit 12) I units 1053 (Umtll) I Unit 11 
(d ) Leader pipe diameter, rn . . . . . S 8 
(e) Register sizcst, in. 
I I 
Floor .............. 
. . . . . . . . . . I Rx JO Sx 10 8 x 12 
Baseboard .......... 
······· · ·· 
10 x 8 10 x8 12 xS 
Sidewall ............ .......... 10 xS 10 xS 12x8 
24 
3 x 12 
3% x 12% 
36.0 
Unit 12 
g 
8 x 12 
12 xS 
12 x 8 
*Selected as standard sizes in consu1tntion with fittings manufacturers. Commercial sizes vary 
;,g inch from values show n. 
tCarrying capacity of double wall stacks is approximately 4 per cent greater than single wall 
stacks of same internal area. 
tSelectcd as standard sizC's in consultation with register manufacturers. 
made in connection with the comparative performance of single-wall 
and double-wall stacks and fittings indicated that the carrying ca-
pacity of double-Kall stacks "·as only about 4 per cent greater than 
that of single-wall stacks having the same internal area. Hence, for 
practical purposes. the carrying capacities of Units Nos. 22 and 24 
I Table 7) "·ere made the same as those of Units Nos. 11 and 12 
!Table 6), respectinl~-. Units Xos. 21 and 23 had average internal 
cross-sectional areas 0.83 of those fo r Units Nos. 11 and 12, respec-
li\·ely, and the carrying capacities \\·ere correspondingly made only 
0.83 as great. The leader pipe and register sizes for combination units 
haYing the double-\\·all stacks and fittings were made to correspond to 
those giYen in Table 6 for those having single-wall stacks and fittings . 
8. Corrections for L engths of L eaders Other Than 8 ft. in Length.-
The carrying capacities, presented in Sections 5, 6, and 7, were based 
on data obtained in connection with 8 feet runs of leader pipe. The 
carrying capacities presented in Table 1 for first-story registers and 
in Table 6 for second-story registers are, therefore, subject to correc-
t ion in case leader lengths other than 8 feet are used. Tests* made to 
determine the effect of leader lengths on carrying capacities indicated 
"that heating effect varies inversely " ·ith leader-pipe length for a con-
stant heat input. The amount of the loss in heating effect is approxi-
mately 1.5 per cent per foot of length." Correction factors conforming 
•L'ni,·. of Ill. Eng. Exp. Stn. Bui. 188, p. 53. 
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TABLE 8 
CORRECTION FACTORS FOR LEADER LEKGTHS OTHER THAN 8 FEET 
Lengths of Leader, in feet Correction Factor Lengths of Leader, in feet 
Correction 
Factor 
4 .. . 
6 .. . 
8 . . ............. . . . ... ... .... . 
10 ........ ... ................. . 
12 .................. .. ........ . 
14 ... 
1.06 
1.03 
1.00 
0.97 
0.94 
0.91 
16 . . 
18. 
20. 
22. 
2.J.. 
TABLE 9 
0.88 
0.85 
0.82 
0. 79 
o. 76 
CORRECTION FACTOHS FOR 90-DEGREE ELBOWS IN THE LEADEH PIPE 
Correction Factor 
Number of Elbows in Leader Pipe' 
First Story Second Story 
Register Register 
1. ............................. . .. . 1.00 1.00 
2......... . . . ............ • .. . .. 0.967 0 95 
3.... . .... . . .................. . 0.934 0.90 
4 .................................. . 0.90 0.85 
5 ........................... . ....... . 0.87 0.80 
•Including the 90-degree elbow in the boot connection. In the ease of t he end boot, include two 
additional elbows, as per discussion in Section 6, Appendix C. 
with the test results are shown in Table 8, and the summary tables 
of carrying capacities presented in Appendix A were derived with the 
aid of these correction factors. 
9. Corrections for Elbows in Leader Pipes.-The carrying capaci-
ties shown in Table 1 for first-story registers and in Table 6 for 
second-story registers apply only to combination units having one 
90-degree elbow at the boot connection. Tests* made to determine the 
effect on carrying capacity of using five 90-degree elbows (including 
the elbow at the boot) indicated that "an elbow in a pipe (in addition 
to the elbow at the boot) to a second-story register causes a reduction 
in heating effect of 4.9 per cent as compared with the same pipe with-
out an (additional) elbow. The effect of one elbow in a first-story pipe 
*Univ. of Ill . Eng. Exp. Sta. Bui. 188, pp. 56-62. 
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\\"Ould be to cause a reduction in heating effect of 3.3 per cent." Cor-
rect ion factors conforming \\·ith the te:"t results are sho\\"n in Table 9, 
ancl the :iummary tables pre::;ented in Appendix A \\"Ore derived \\"ith the 
aid of correction factors. Footnotes sho\Yn in connection with Tables 
13 and 14 giYe the assumptions that \\"ere made to insure uniformity in 
the application of the tables. 
III. EQUI\'ALEKT CARRYIKG CAPACITIES OF RETURK-AIR DUCTS 
10. T ests Showing Effect of R esi::dance on Capacities.-Extensive 
tests conducted both in the laboratory* and in the Research Resi-
dence! have indicated that 
"Friction and turbulence in elaborate return duct systems retard the 
flo11· of air, and may seriously reduce furnace efficiency and lessen 
the advantage of such a design. The cross-sectional duct area is not 
the only measure of effectiveness. Friction and turbulence may oper-
ate to make the air flow out of all proportion to the duct areas." 
Five of the six return duct arrangements which were tested in the 
Research Residence are shown in plan in Fig. 4, and in elevation in 
Fig. 5. In addition, the two laboratory arrangements designated by 
L-1 and L-2 are included in Fig. 5. The tests indicated that, with a 
given arrangement of warm-air ducts, the capacity of the system as 
a " ·hole was influenced by the resistance imposed by the return ducts. 
Since the return duct is always used in series with the rest of the 
system, it carries the same weight of air as the warm-air side, and an 
equi,·alent carrying capacity for the duct as used in connection with 
a characteristic system, expressed in terms of B.t.u. serviced per sq. in. 
of return duct per hour, may be derived for each duct arrangement. 
This equivalent carrying capacity amounted to approximately 144 
B.t.u. per hour per sq. in. of return duct for the arrangement with 
the shortest, most streamlined approach to the furnace casing, and 
was considerably less than 144 B .t.u. per hour per sq. in. for longer 
and more tortuous arrangements of ducts. The effectiveness of each 
return duct arrangement, expressed as the ratio of the equivalent car-
rying capacity with the given arrangement to the maximum equivalent 
carrying capacity obtained with the best arrangement, is designated 
as the effectiveness ratio, and has been tabulated in the last column 
of Fig. 5. 
The general relation between duct resistance and effectiveness 
ratio is presented in the curve of Fig. 6. The duct resistance has been 
expressed in terms of the resistance of a length in feet of duct having 
*Univ. of Ill. Eng. Exp. Sta. Bui. 141 , pp. 71-73. 
tUniv. of Ill . Eng. Exp. Sta. Bui. 189, pp. 58-78. 
-
-
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No. I 
~ 
No.3 
~ 
No.S 
No. 2 
~ 
No. 4 
Area or main air dvcts 
854 sq. in. in all cases. 
Area- of" wa-rm-air pipes 
832 sq. in. Pipes not chanqecl. 
Fm. 4. ARRANGEMENT OF F1vE RETURN-Am DucT 8n•T1D1s 1~ 
RESEARCH RESIDENCE 
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the same size as that connected to the return-air shoe, and "·hich \YOuld 
be required to give the same resistance as that giYen by the actual 
return-air duct system. This has been defined as the equiYalent length. 
In calculating the equivalent lengths of ducts, the rnlues giYen in 
Table 10 were used for the equivalent lengths of elbO\\"S. In the cases 
of the multiple duct systems, R-3 , R-4, and R-5 , the equiYalent lengths 
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lnstal-
lat/on Re!erence 
Nl/mber; Test Arran qement o! Return 
R=Res- Air Duels 
/dence 8vl- (Not to Scale) 
L=Lab- let in Page 
orcrfor{,' No. No. 
--- ---· 
R-2 189 58 ,, I ,,,, Shoe- 14')< 52" 
~~ I 
------· 
R-1 189 58 D= 33" ror R-1, and J 32"ror L-1 L-1 14 1 71 0 II /I Shoe-12 X67 
' 
c 
Area t ~ 
L-2 141 71 S.61 
sq. rt: Shoe-12"x6?" 
~ JJ R-3"' co" 189 62 !?" E I 
R-4" 189 65 ~lt ]:I~ 
~i: 11= o" E R-st 17" 189 69 I 
*Shoe arn:mqement: West 12'%.?6~ Sotdh 12'%.?6", East 12'',r20': 
t Shoe C7rrangement: West !4"x26'~ Sovth IZ':r26'; East IZ''Azo': 
Eqviv-
a /enf Errect-
Lenqth iveness Ratio in Feet 
44 1.00 
73 0.93 
164 0.80 
52 0.95 
129 0.87 
262 0.67 
Frc. 5. EFFECTJYE'.'ESS RATIOS OF R ETURx-Am D ucT ARRANGEMENTS TESTED IK 
RESEARCH RESIDEKCE AKD IN LABORATORY 
J 
f 
11 ~ 
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FrG. 6. RELATION BET\YEEK EFFECTIVENESS RATIO A'.'D 
EQUIVALENT LENGTH OF RETURK DUCT 
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of each of the three separate ducts were obtained, and the equivalent 
length of a single duct equal in carrying capacity to the three separate 
ducts was calculated by the method given in Appendix B. 
11. Equivalent Carrying Capacity of Five Typical R eturn-Air 
Duct Arrangements.-The average curve shown in Fig. 6 indicated 
that the effectiveness ratio of the return duct system was a linear 
function of the estimated equivalent length. Hence, for any given 
return duct system, if the equivalent length of the duct system were 
TABLE 10 
EQUIV ALEKT LENGTH OF ELBOWS 
Type 
90-deg .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . .... ...... . . . . . .. . 
45-deg .. · 
90-deg .. 
45-deg .. · · 
Box between grilles and lined joists ......... . 
Inner Corner 
sharp 
sharp 
round 
round 
sharp 
Eq ui valen t Length in 
Pipe Diameters 
42 
zz 
11 
6 
22 
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T~pe A 
jo1sf space or 
.sqvare dt/cf 
1:S vsed. 
T(;pe c 
T{;pe B 
joist space or 
sqt/crre dt/cf 
is vsed. 
Tr,;pe D 
-'-___ (Approx. !6' on Centers 
With or Wifhovf Taper 
T~pe E 
FIG. 7. FIVE TYPICAL ARRAXGE:\!El\TS OF RETURX-AIR D UCT SYSTEMS 
known, the effecti,·eness ratio could also be determined. In Fig. 7 are 
shown line diagrams of five typical return-air duct arrangements in 
common use. The values for the calculated equivalent lengths, to-
gether with the effectiveness ratios which were deterh1ined from Fig. 6, 
are presented in Table 11. The equiYalent carrying capacities shom1 
in the last column of Table 11 \Yere those used in deriving the return-
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TABLE 11 
EQt;IL\LEST LEXGTHS ASD EFFECTl\"EXESS RATIOS FO il 'THE FIVE TYPICAL 
RETuns-Arn DucT _.\RRAXGE~rnsTs SHows I-' FIG. 7 
EquiYalent Equivalent Carrying Etkcti \"C'rwss Capacity TypC' l.f'ngth Hatiost B .t. u. per sq. in. of ft.* 
return ductt 
---
.\ ...... ..... ........ .. .. . ... . ...... H 1.00 14-1 
ll ........ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H3 0 .84 121 
c ............ HO 0 .8·1 121 
D ..... .. . .. 
· · ······ 
...... 2.)3 0.69 99 
E ...... ........ 434 0.44 63 
•Calculated \·alues basrd on C'qui,·alent length of elbows presented in Table 10, and on assump-
tion that ducL diameter was 33 in. 
tValues obtained from Fig. 6. 
tCarrying capacity= 144 X C'ffecth·cncss ratio. 
air carrying capacities, for the various sizes of return ducts, "·hich are 
shmrn in Appendix A. 
12. Sizes of Ducts, Grilles, and Joist Linings for R eturn-Air Sys-
tems.-For the purposes of standardization, the diameters of return-
air ducts \\"ere limited to the eight shmYn in the "ccond column of 
Table 12. The approximate areas of shoe connections, metal gri lles, 
joist linings, and rectangular ducts required for each of the eight 
return duct sizes arc also sho\\·n in Table 12. In all cases, the full 
TABLE 12 
RETUHN Am D ucTs--STANDARD S1zEs 
;. r otal Grille, Area of Joist Duct Duct Area Area at Shoe Gross Area Lining and Unit No . Diameter sq. in. Connection• R.equiredt Rectangular in . SQ. in. sq. in. Ducts• sq. in. 
31 10 78 5 . .. 112 87 
32 I2 113. l ... 162 124 
33 14 153.9 170 220 170 
34 16 201. l 220 287 220 
35 18 254.5 280 364 280 
36 20 314.2 340 449 340 
37 22 380.l 420 543 420 
38 24 452.4 500 647 500 
*Approximately 10 per cent greater than duct area. 
. . duct area 
tGross area of grille to be approximately equal to - - 0-.-7--
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cross-sectional area of the return duct was maintained all the \my from 
the grille to the return-air shoe at the furnace. The commercial sizes 
shown in Appendix A, for each of the eight units indicated by Units 
Nos. 31 to 38 inclusive, were selected to conform approximately with 
the requirements shown in Table 12, and the methods for applying 
these tables to the design of a system are discussed in Appendix A. 
APPENDIX A 
DESIGN TABLES* FOR GRAVITY WARM-Am FuRNACE SYSTEMS 
1. Outline of Procedure.-The following outline of procedure is 
suggested as a method for applying the tables of commercial sizes to 
the design of a gravity warm-air furnace system: 
(1) Determine the heat loss from each room to be heated in terms of 
B.t.u. per hour. 
(2) Make tentative layout of the basement plan to scale showing pro-
posed location of 
(a) Furnace 
(b) Smoke-pipe connection to chimney 
(c) Warm-air registers (indicate whether floor, baseboard. or 
wall) 
(cl) Return-air grilles 
(3) Indicate on each warm-air run (using symbols shown in Fig. 8) 
(a) Whether the room to be heated is on the first or second story 
(b) The approximate length of leader pipe in basement 
(c) The number of right-angle elbows required, including the el-
bow at the boot connection (consider each 45-degree elbow 
as equal to Y2 of 90-degree elbow; consider the two sharp 
90-degree elbows in a cross-over connection as equivalent to 
three 90-degree elbows) 
( d) Whether the register is to be located in the floor, in the base-
board, or in the wall 
( 4) The recommended combinations of warm-air and return-air pipes , 
ducts, fittings, registers and grilles are designated as Units. These 
are listed in Tables 13 to 16. From Table 13 for first-story reg-
isters and from Table 14 for second-story registers, select the 
proper unit numbers for each room. Table 16 includes the infor-
mation required to select the following component parts: 
*Tables 13 to 16 inclusive have been adopted by the National Warm-Air Heating and Air 
Conditioning Association, and published in the "Standard Code Application Manual for Gravity 
\Varm-Air Heating Systems. " 
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F.R. 
8.8. 
Symbols 
cs;J First Fl. WA. 
~ Second Fl. WA. 
c=::;::;J First Fl. R.A. 
[ :o < J Second Fl. R.A. 
1 --.- W.A. Reqister 
II ....,,,_ R.A. Gn!le 
88 8aseboo-rd l?eq. 
WR. Wall l?eq. 
F.R. Floor Req. 
R.A RA. Grille 
S.P. Smoke Pipe 
Fl. Flue 
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(5) 
(6) 
(a) Stacks (indicate "·hether single-wall or double-wall) 
(b) Leaders 
(c) Boots 
t cl) Stackheads 
( e) Registers 
Indicate on the basement plan the number and proposed location 
of the return-air grilles. Indicate the type of return duct system 
to be used, as indicated in Fig. 7. 
Determine the size of return-air ducts and the grille size from 
Tables 15 and 16. The sum of the heat sen·ice capacities of the 
return-air ducts should equal the total heat loss from the entire 
structure. 
(7) Select a furnace having a capacity rating, in B.t.u. per hour, equal 
to the total heat loss from the structure. 
2. Carrying Capacity of TVarm-Air Riuis.- The following example 
"·ill sho"· how Tables 13 and 14 can be used: 
GiYen: Sun room on first story-Use Table 13. Two 90-degree elbows 
in leader-see second group marked "B.t.u. delivery with two 
elbows." 
Leader length about 8 ft.-see fourth column marked "8." 
B.t.u. loss 16 896 B.t.u. per hr. Unit Xo. 3 has B.t.u. delivery 
of 8,580 B.t.u. per hr. Hence, two :\o. 3 units will deliver 
17 160 B.t.u. per hr. and are adequate. 
Sizes-See Table 16 for recommended sizes for Unit No. 3. 
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{a) 
45-deq. Anqle Boof 
ano' 45-deq. Elbow 
(b) 
90-o'eq. Anqle Boot 
tin/versa / Boo! ano' 
90-deq. Elbow 
,~~ 
(d) 
End Boor 
~ 
Fie. 9. TYPICAL "-AR~r-Am BooTs 
3. Carrying Capacity of R eturn-Air Ducts.-The follmYing ex-
ample will show how Table 15 can be used: 
Given: Return duct in hall-see diagrams of typical types A, B, C, D. 
and E in Fig. 7. 
Type C to be used-see third column marked "Types Band C .. , 
B.t.u. serviced assumed to be 30 000 B.t.u. per hr. Next largest 
value shown is 30 800. Follow horizontally to left to get Unit 
No. 35. 
Sizes-see Table 16 for recommended sizes for Unit Xo. 35. 
4. R ecommended Standard Sizes of Leaders, Stacks, Fittings, R eg -
isters, Grilles, and Return Ducts.-The recommended commercial sizes 
of the component parts of warm-air and return-air duct systems are 
listed in Table 16. Four separate subdivisions are listed, as follows: 
Units 1 to 5-First Story Warm-Air Ducts. 
Units 11 to 16-Second Story Warm-Air Ducts, Single-\rnll Stacks 
and Fittings. 
Units 21 to 24- Second Story Warm-Air Ducts, Double-wall Stacks 
and Fittings. 
Units 31 to 38- Rcturn-Air Ducts. 
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TABLE 13 
' VAHM-A1n CAUHYING CAPACITY, B.T.c DEu1·EnEo, FrnsT-STOHY REGISTEHS 
LC"ngth of LC'ader Pipe-in Feet 
l:nit I 4' 1· 6' :<lo. 8' 10' I 12' I 14' I 16' I 18' I 20' I 22' 24' 
B.t.u. Dclin•ry "~irb (Jn(' Elbow 
1 6 020 5 850 5 680 
.5 .jlQ I " 340 I 5 liO I "000 4 830 4 660 4 490 4 320 
2 7 620 7 400 7 180 6 970 6 760 6 ,)-IQ 6 320 6 110 .j 890 .; 680 5 460 
3 9 400 9 140 8 870 8 600 8 340 8 070 I 7 8 LO 7 .)-IQ I 270 7 OLO 6 740 
4 13 350 12 970 12 590 12 210 Ill 830 Ill 4.:;o ll 080 LO 700 10 320 9 9.'>0 9 .)60 
5 17 520 17 020 16 530 16 040 15 550 15 050 1-l 550 14 O.jQ 13 560 13 060 12 560 
B.t.u. Delivery With Two Elbows 
1 5 850 5 660 5 490 ,j 330 ,; 160 5 000 4 840 4 670 4 510 4 340 4 180 
2 7 360 7 150 6 940 6 730 6 .;20 6 320 6 110 ,; 910 ,5 700 .; .500 5 290 
3 9 090 8 840 8 580 8 320 8 060 7 800 7 5.'>0 7 290 7 040 6 780 6 .520 
4 12 910 12 540 12 170 11 800 11 430 11 060 lO 690 lO 320 9 950 9 .'>80 9 210 
5 16 940 16 450 15 990 15 500 15 040 14 .;.:;o 14 080 13 600 13 120 12 5.50 12 150 
B .l.u. Deliwry Wi th Three Elbows 
1 5 620 5 460 ,5 310 .5 l.jQ 4990 1 4830 4 670 4 .)[Q 4 3.50 4 190 4 o:io 
2 7 120 6 910 6 7JO 6 .510 6 3 LO 6 llO 5 900 .; 700 .) ,jQQ .5 300 ,; 100 
3 8 780 8 .530 8 280 8 030 7 780 7 .)30 7 290 7 040 6 800 6 5.jQ 6 300 
4 12 450 12 100 11 7.50 11 400 11 0.50 10 700 lO ;3,50 JO 000 9 6.50 9 300 8 9,50 
5 16 360 15 900 15 440 14 970 14 .;10 14 o.:;o l :J 600 13 1:30 12 660 12 200 11 7.50 
B.t.u. Delivery With Four Elbows 
1 5 420 ,5 260 5 110 4 960 4 800 4 5.;o 4 .500 -1 :i.;o 4 190 -I 040 3 890 
2 6 860 6 660 6 460 6 270 6 080 ,5 890 .; 690 .:; .:;oo 5 300 .:; 110 4 910 
3 8 460 8 220 7 980 7 740 7 .500 7 260 7 020 6 780 6 .)50 6 310 6 070 
4. 12 010 11 670 11 330 JO 990 JO 650 10 3JO !) 970 9 630 9 290 8 950 8 610 
5 15 770 15 320 14 880 14 420 13 990 13 .)-10 13 100 12 650 12 200 ll 7.50 11 310 
B.t.u. Delinry With Five Elbows 
1 5 240 5 090 4 940 4 790 4 6-10 4 500 4 350 4 200 -I o.:;o 3 910 3 760 
2 6 630 6 440 6 250 6 060 ,:; 880 5 690 5 .500 ,:; 320 .) 130 4 9-10 4 7.50 
3 8 180 7 950 7 720 7 490 7 260 7 030 6 800 6 .;50 6 330 6 100 .) 860 
4 11 610 11 290 10 950 10 620 JO 300 9 970 9 640 9 320 8 990 8 660 8 320 
5 15 250 14 800 14 380 13 950 13 .;20 13 090 12 650 12 230 11 800 11 370 10 940 
Xotes: 
(a) Table 13 applies to baseboard and floor locations of warm air rC'gisters. 
(b) Consider each 45-degrce elbow as equal to one-half of a 90-degree elbow. 
(c) Consider each 90-degree offset between boot and stackhead equal to two 90-degree round 
e lbO\\"S. 
(d ) In case of an end boot, include two additional elbows. 
The tables are based on the use of the boots designated as the 90-
degree angle boot, universal boot and 90-degree elbow, and 45-degree 
angle boot and 45-degree elbow in Fig. 9. If the one designated as the 
end boot is used, two additional elbows should be included in counting 
the total number of elbows in the run, as discussed in Section 6, 
Appendix C. 
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TABLE 14 
,,-_rn:u-Arn CARRYI:\G CAPACITY, B.T.U. DELIVERED, SECOND-STORY REGISTERS 
Length of Leader Pipe- in Feet 
u nit I 4' ~o. 6' 8' 10' I 12' I 14' I 16' I 18' I 20' I 22' I 24' 
B .t. u . D elivered Wit h One Elbow 
11-22 I s 370 8 140 7 900 7 670 7 430 7 190 6 950 6 710 
12-24 110 040 9 760 9 470 9 190 8 900 8 620 8 330 8 050 
13 10 880 10 .';70 10 260 9 960 9 650 9 340 9 030 8 730 
14 Ill 710 11 380 11 050 10 720 10 390 10 060 9 720 9 390 15 16 200 15 750 15 300 14 840 H 380 13 920 13 460 13 000 
16 18 920 18 390 17 850 17 310 16 780 16 240 15 710 15 180 
B.t.u. D elivery With Two.Elbows 
11-22 7 940 7 720 7 500 7 280 7 050 6 830 6 600 6 370 
12-24 9 540 9 270 9 000 8 730 8 460 8 190 7 920 7 650 
13 10 340 10 050 9 750 9 460 9 170 8 880 8 580 8 290 
14 11 120 10 810 10 500 10 180 9 870 9 550 9 230 8 920 
15 15 400 14 970 14 530 14 100 13 670 13 230 12 800 12 360 
16 17 980 17 470 16 960 16 450 15 950 15 430 14 830 14 420 
B.t.u . D elivery With Three Elbows 
11-22 7 530 7 320 7 110 6 900 6 680 6 470 6 250 
12-24 9 030 8 780 8 520 8 270 8 010 7 750 7 500 
13 9 800 9 520 9 240 8 960 8 690 8 410 8 130 
14 10 530 10 240 9 940 9 650 9 350 9 050 8 750 
15 14 580 14 180 13 780 13 370 12 9.'>0 12 530 12 120 
16 17 040 16 550 16 070 15 580 15 110 14 620 14 140 
B.t.u. D elivery Wi th Four Elbows 
11-22 7 120 6 920 6 720 6 520 6 310 6 110 5 900 
12-24 8 530 8 290 8 050 7 810 7 570 7 330 7 080 
13 9 250 8 990 8 720 8 460 8 200 7 940 7 680 
14 9 950 9 670 9 390 9 110 8 830 8 550 8 260 
15 13 780 13 390 13 000 12 610 12 220 11 830 11 440 
16 16 080 15 620 15 170 14 710 14 260 13 810 13 350 
B .t.u. D elivery Wit h Fi ve Elbows 
11-22 6 700 6 510 6 320 6 130 5 940 5 750 5 560 
12-24 8 040 7 810 7 580 7 350 7 130 6 900 6 670 
13 8 710 8 460 8 210 7 970 7 720 7 470 7 230 
14 9 370 9 110 8 850 8 580 8 310 8 050 7 780 
15 12 970 12 600 12 240 11 870 11 500 11 140 10 770 
16 15 140 14 710 14 280 13 850 13 420 13 000 12 570 
)/o. 21 for B.t.u . v alues multiply 11-22 values b y 0.83 . 
Xo. 23 for B .t.u. Yalues multiply 12-24 values by 0.83. 
Xotes: 
6 040 
7 240 
7 850 
8 450 
11 710 
13 660 
5 700 
6 840 
7 410 
7 980 
11 050 
12 900 
5 370 
6 440 
6 980 
7 510 
10 400 
12 140 
6 470 6 240 6 000 
7 770 7 480 7 200 
8 420 8 110 7 800 
9 060 8 730 8 400 
12 550 12 100 11 640 
14 640 14 100 13 570 
6 150 5 930 5 700 
7 380 7 110 6 840 
8 000 7 700 7 410 
8 610 8 290 7 980 
11 930 11 500 11 070 
13 910 13 400 12 890 
5 830 5 620 5 400 
6 990 6 730 6 470 
7 580 7 300 7 020 
8 160 7 860 7 560 
11 300 10 890 10 480 
13 180 12 700 12 210 
5 500 5 300 5 100 
6 600 6 360 6 120 
7 150 6 890 6 630 
7 700 7 420 7 140 
10 670 10 280 9 890 
12 440 11 980 11 530 
5 180 4 990 4 800 
6 220 5 990 5 760 
6 730 6 490 6 240 
7 250 6 980 6 720 
10 040 9 680 9 310 
11 710 11 280 10 850 
(a) "B.t.u. deliveries" shown in Table 14 apply only to baseboard locations of warm air registers. 
When floor registers are used deduct 15 per cent from the "B.t.u. deliveries." 
(b) Consider each 45-degree elbow as equal to one-half of a 90-degree elbow. 
(c) Consider the two sharp elbows in a cross-over connection as equivalent to three 90-degree 
round elbows. 
(cl ) Consider each 90-degree offset between boot and stackhead equal to two 90-degree round 
elbows. 
(e) In case of an end boot, include two additional elbows. 
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TABLE 15 
CARRYING CAPACITY, B.T.u. SERVICED, OF RETURN-AIR RuN 
unit )/o. Type A Types Band C Type D 
Type E 
B.t.u. per hr. B .t. u. per hr. B .t. u . per hr. B .t.u. per hr. 
31 11 300 9 500 7 800 5 000 
32 16 300 13 700 11 300 7 200 
33 22 200 18 700 15 300 9 800 
34 29 000 24 400 20 000 12 800 
35 36 700 30 800 25 300 16 200 
36 45 300 38 000 31 300 20 000 
37 54 800 46 000 37 800 24 100 
38 65 200 54 800 45 000 28 700 
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TABLE 16 
RECOMM E '.'\DE D STANDARD C OMM E RCIAL SIZES OF LEADERS, STA CKS, FITTDiGS, 
REGI STE RS, GmLLES , AND RETURN D ucTs 
First Story Warm Air Ducts 
Register Size, in. 
l.4 ni t ;\°o. Leader Pipe (b ) Dia meter, in. (a) Baseboard 
F loor 
Size Extension 
1 8 8 x 10 10 x 8 274" 
2 9 9 x1 2 12 x 8 2 74" 
3 10 10 x I 2 12 x 9 374 
4 12 12 x I4 13 x 11 574" 
5 14 14 x I6 . . .. . . .. 
)J'ote-When the calculations indicate a requireme nt fo r a given room greater than unit number 
4, t wo or more smaller units totaling the req uired capacity arc rPcommended . 
Second Story Warm .Air Ducts, Single Wall Stacks and Fi ttings 
Register Si ze, in . 
Leader 
U ni t Pipe Stack• Size (b ) 
No. Diameter in. (a) B aseboard (c) in . F loor Sidewall 
Size E xtension 
11 8 10 x3 X 8 x 10 10 x 8 2 74" 10 x 8 
12 9 12 x 3 ~~ 8 x 12 12 x 8 2 )4 12 x 8 
13 9 13 x3 X 8 x 14 12 x 8 2 74" 12 x 8 
14 10 14 x3 X 8 x 14 12 x 8 274" 12 x 8 
15 12 12x 5 X ..... 12 x 10 3 74" . .... 
16 12 14 x 5 74" .. .. . 13 x 11 3 74" . . ... 
'Recommended stack sizes. T ables may also be a pplied to 3-in. and 3~-in . stack d ep t hs. 
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TABLE 16 (CONCLU DED) 
R ECOMMENDED STANDARD COMMERCIAL SIZES OF L EA DERS, STACKS, FITTINGS , 
REGISTERS, GRILLES, AND RETURN DUCTS 
Second Story Warm Air Ducts , D ouble Wall St acks and Fi ttings 
Register Size, in. 
Leader 
Stack Size, in . 
l: ni t Pipe (b) Diame-~o. t or (a) 
B aseboard (c) 
in . Floor Sidewall 
Internal E xternal Size E xte nsion 
2I 8 2 )1 ' x 10 3Ys' x 10 % 8 x 10 10 x S 2!~ 10 x 8 
22 8 3 x 10 3% x 10 % 8 x 10 10 x 8 274" 
10 x 8 
23 9 2)1 ' x 12 3Ys' x 12% 8 x 12 12 x 8 2
11 12 x 8 
24 9 3 x 12 3% x 12% 8 x 12 12 x 8 274" 
12 x 8 
•commercial sizes vary 7' inch from values shown . 
Return Air Ducts 
M et al Grille Sizes, in . When J ois t 
C hoose One Lining Is Used* 
Duct Area at 
Uni t Di- Sh oe 
When Duct l s l:sed 
No. ame- Conn cc- '.\'o. :\lini- Choose One te r ti on 
in. sq . in . (a ) (b ) (c) of mum Joists D ep tht 
Lined in . 
--- ---
31 10 ... 
·· · · · · 
8 x 14 10 x 12 1 7 14 x 6 12 x 8 
32 12 . . . 6 x 30 8 x 24 12 x 14 1 9 22 x 6 
16 x 8 
33 14 170 8 x30 10 x24 14 x 16 1 12 28 x 6 
22 x 8 
34 16 220 10 x 30 12 x 24 ·· · ··· 2 8 28 x 8 
22 x10 
35 18 280 12 x30 14 x 24 ·· ··· · 2 10 
36 x 8 28 x 10 
36 20 340 14 x 30 18 x 24 · · ·· · · 2 12 . 5 36 x 10 
30 x 12 
37 22 420 18 x 30 
2 15. 0 42 x 10 
I 
36 x 12 
······ 
...... 3 10 . 0 
38 24 500 20 x30 
2 18 .0 42 x 12 36 x 14 
...... 
· · ···· 3 12.0 
*Based on 14-in . space between joists . 
t Use lull dep t h of joist excep t when jois t dep t h is less t ha n minimum dep th required, when 
pan must be used . 
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APPENDIX B 
EQurv ALEXT LENGTH OF i\I ULTIPLE DucT SYSTEM 
The following method was used in calculating the equivalent 
length of multiple duct systems, R-3, R-4, and R-5, shown in Figs. 
4 and 5. The calculations for R-3, the dimensions of which are 
shown in Table 17, are given as an example. The Fanning formula 
for frictional head loss in a pipe carrying a fluid is: 
h1 = ( 4f) L v2 = c x L v2 
2g D D 
in which, 
h1 = frictional loss of head, in feet of fluid flowing 
f = friction coefficient 
g = 32.2 feet per second2 
C = constant 
L = length of pipe, in feet 
V = velocity, in ft. per second 
D = diameter of pipe, in feet. 
(1) 
All three ducts were connected to the casing and were subject 
to the same atmospheric pressure at the return grilles and to the 
same sub-atmospheric pressure at the connection of the return-air 
shoe at the furnace casing. 
Hence, the frictional head loss in each duct was the same, and 
from Equation (1) 
in which, 
cLiQi2 
h1 = DiAi2 
A = area, in sq. ft., and 
cL2Q22 
D2A22 
Q = air volume, in cu. ft. per second, 
TABLE 17 
cL3Ql 
D3A32 
VA. 
DIMENSIONS OF RETURN DucT SYSTEM R-3 
West South 
2 
Area, A ..... 314 sq . in. 314 sq. in . 
Diameter, D 20 in . 20 in . 
Equivalent length, L .... . . ............... . 30 ft . 49 ft . 
(2) 
East 
3 
226 sq. in. 
20 in . 
31 ft. 
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If the three connected ducts are imagined to be replaced by a 
single duct connected at the same point, having an equivalent length, 
L, and passing the total quantity of air, Q, then 
Qi+ Qz + Q3 = Q (3) 
and 
h1 = 
CLQ2 (4) 
DA 2 
combining Equations (2) and (4), 
LiQi2 L2Q22 L3Ql LQ2 (5) 
- - = = = --
DiAi2 D2A22 D3A 32 DA 2 
Substituting numerical values for D and A as applying to the case 
of duct system R-3, Equation (5) simplifies to the form 
3.78 Qi2 = 6.18 Q22 = 8.89 Q32 = L (Qi+ Q2 + Q
3)
2 
(0.785) 2 DS 
(6) 
Solving simultaneously the several equations involved in (6) in 
order to obtain, L, the equivalent length of single duct replacing 
the system, 
DS (7) L=--
2.548 
D is the diameter of the single duct having the same cross-sectional 
area as the sum of Ai + Az + A3. 
In the case of duct system R-3, 
1 
A = -- (314 + 314 + 226) = 5.93 sq. ft. 
144 
r4 x 5.93 D=~ 7r =2.75ft. 
Substituting in Equation (7) 
(2.75) 5 = 62 ft. 
L = 2.548 
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This length of 62 ft. is shown as the equivalent length for system 
R-3 in Fig. 5. 
The values given in Equation (6) can be used to estimate the 
percentage distribution of air volume between the three return-air 
ducts in Installation R-3, as follows: 
3.78 Q22 = - - Qi2 or Q2 = 0. 783 Qi 6.18 
3.78 Q32 = --Qi2 or Q3 = 0.653 Qi. 
8.89 
The total air volume = Qi + Q2 + Q3 
(8) 
(9) 
= Qi+ 0.783 Qi+ 0.653 Qi = 2.436 Qi. (10) 
The calculated values for the percentage distribution of air volume 
for the three ducts are: 
1.0 
West = X 100 = 41.0 per cent 
2.436 
0.783 
South = X 100 = 32.2 per cent 
2.436 
0.653 
East= X 100 = 26.8 per cent 
2.436 
Total 100.0 per cent. 
The corresponding values for the actual percentage distribution 
of air volume, as determined by anemometer traverses* in each of 
the return ducts were: 
West = 38.0 per cent 
South = 33.9 per cent 
East = 28.1 per cent 
Total 100.0 per cent. 
The maximum deviation between the calculated and actual per-
centage distributions was only 3 per cent. In the case of Installa-
*Univ. of Ill. Eng. Exp. Sta. Bui. 189, p. 69. 
L 
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tion R-4, the maximum deviation was 4.1 per cent. This close 
agreement obtained between calculated and actual values tends to 
confirm the validity of the method and the resulting values ob-
tained by calculation in the cases of the remaining duct arrangements. 
APPENDIX c 
LABORATORY TESTS ON THE RESISTA:l\CE OF GRAVITY BOOTS 
1. Object.-Previous tests on gravity fittings were made on the 
single-leader gravity furnace plant,* in which the fittings were an 
integral part of the system, and the presence of the fittings affected the 
system as a whole. The resistances of the fittings were, therefore, ob-
tained indirectly. The object of the tests herein reported was t-0 de-
termine the pressure loss, or resistance, for typical boots used in con-
nection with gravity systems, independent of any influence of the 
system itself. 
2. Description of Plant.- Since with the same flow of air the re-
sistance of a given fitting is the same irrespective as t-0 whether the 
static pressure is positive or negative, in order to obtain data over a 
wide range of air velocities, and to facilitate control, the boot fittings 
were all tested on the outlet side of a fan under conditions of positive 
pressure. A line diagram of the test apparatus used is shown in Fig. 10. 
The quantity of air delivered by the fan was controlled by regulation 
of the fan speed, and by adjustment of the position of the damper at 
the fan inlet. The air was passed by a Pitot tube inserted in a con-
stricted section which served as a measuring station, and, after 
being discharged against a baffle in the plenum chamber, was admitted 
to the test duct section. The boot fittings were tested with a wall stack 
connected to the outlet of the boot. Pressure measurements, made by 
means of a piezometer ring, were obtained at stations 1, 2, and 3 as 
indicated in Fig. 10. 
3. Description of Boots.-Of the large number of arnilable models 
and types of boots, those shown in Fig. 11 were selected as typical of 
those most commonly used in practice, and for convenience in reference 
they have been designated by number. In all cases the boot was used 
as the connection between a leader pipe 9-in. in diameter and a 3~-in. 
by 12-in. stack of single-wall construction. 
4. Procedure.-Pressure losses in a boot fitting are composed not 
only of frictional effects offering resistance t-0 flow, but also of shock 
*Univ. of Ill. Eng. Exp. Sta. Bui. 188, p. 13. 
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FIG. 10. DIAGRA~1 OF LABORATORY PLAXT FOR DETERMIKATION OF 
PHESSL"RE LOSSES Ic-1 BOOTS 
losses resulting from changes in velocity or direction of the air stream. 
''Since shock losses involve changes in velocity, they cannot be de-
termined from observations of static pressure alone, but must be 
evaluated from differences in total pressure, the latter consisting of 
the sum of the static pressure and the velocity pressure."* Hence, 
determinations of total pressures at stations 1 and 2 were made, and 
the pressure loss, or resistance, was obtained by difference. 
The weight of air flowing through the duct system was determined 
at the air-measuring section by means of a Pitot tube placed in the 
center of the duct, and calibrated against a traverse of the duct. De-
terminations of air weights at stations 1 and 3 by means of velocity 
pressure traverses were in close agreement with those made at the air 
measuring section. The mean air velocities at stations 1 and 3 were 
calculated from the air weights detennined at the air measuring sec-
tion and the duct areas at stations 1 and 3. 
Preliminary traverses made at station 1 with a total pressure tube 
shO\Yed that, within the limits of accuracy required, the total pressure 
could be determined from static pressure measurements made by 
*Unh-. o f Ill. Eng. Exp, Sta. Bui. 300, pp. 5-6. 
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means of a piezometer ring and calculated values of the velocity 
pressure corresponding to the mean nlocity. That is: 
T.P.1 = S.P.1 + 1'.P.1 (1) 
in which , 
T.P. 1 = Total pres:-; ure at station 1, inches of water. 
S.P.1 = Static pressure at station 1, by piezometer ring, inches 
of water. 
V.P.1 Velocity pres:sure at station 1, corresponding to mean 
velocity, inches of water. 
On the other hand , preliminary traver:-;es at stat ion 2 indicated that, 
clue to the uneven flow and pressures existing in the section im-
med iately following the boot, measurements could not be made with 
sufficient accuracy to prevent wide deviations in results. However, 
traverses made at stat ion 3 showed that the total pressure could 
be obtained with sufficient accuracy by measuring the static pres-
su re with a piezometer ring and determining the velocity pressure 
from the mea n velocity at the sect ion. That is, 
T.P. 3 = S.P.3 + F .P.3 (2) 
in which, 
T.P. 3 = Total pressure at stat ion 3, inches of water. 
S.P. 3 = Static pressure at station 3 by piezometer ring, inches 
of water. 
Y.P. 3 = Velocity pre;:;sure at station 3, corresponding to mean 
velocity, inches of water. 
Separate te,;ts were then made to determine the loss in static pres-
sure between stations 2 and 3. That is: 
S.P.2 - S.P.3 = pressure loss between stat ions 2 and 3. (3) 
Since the velocity pressures at stat ions 2 and 3 were equal, 
T.P. 2 - T.P. 3 = S.P.2 - S.P.3. (4) 
A correction c111Te, ;.;bowing the relation between the velocity of 
the air in the stack and the pres;.;ure loss between stat ions 2 and 3, 
\\·as plottrd from Equation (-+ ) . At any giwn air vrlocity, the 
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pres:::;ure loss in the boot fitting was obtained by subtracting T.P. 3 
from T.P.1, and then correcting this difference for the pressure loss 
in the connecting stack as read from the correction curve. For 
each boot fitting , pressurr measurements were made over a wide 
range of air velocities. 
5. Results.- The pressure losses, as measured in inches of water, 
,,·ere expressed as the ratio of loss in total pressure through boot to 
( 
T .P.1 - T.P. 2 ) 
velocity pres;.;ure in leader, or . 
Y.P.1 
Thi;.; ratio is 
general in that it is applicable to any size of boot, while the loss in 
terms of inches of water is applicable only to the size of boot tested. 
The pressure loss ratio over a widr range of air velocities is shown 
in Fig. 12 for the various boots tested. It may be observed that the 
curve;:; fall into two distinct groups, with the curves for the group 
consisting of Boots Nos. 5 and 6 lying consiclrrably higher than for 
those in the group containing Boots Nos. 1, 3, 4, 7, and 8. It should 
he further notrcl that Boob-: Nos. 3 and 8 corre,;pond with tho;:;e 
u;.;ecl in the original single-l eader gravity furnace tr;.;ts, on which thr 
tahlr;; in Apprndix A wrre basrd. 
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TABLE 18 
PRESSURE Loss OF BOOT FITTINGS 
Resistance of Boot Fitting 
Boot 
:'<o. 
3 
7 
8 
6 
5 
Type 
45-deg. angle boot and 45-deg. elbow ....... 
90-deg. angle boot ......... 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
Universal boot and 90-deg. elbO\\ .... .. . . 
Flat boot with 22 Yz-deg. pitch . ...... 
Flat boot with 45-deg. adjust. collar ....... . 
End boot .............................. 
4-in. offset boot ............. 
Ratio to 
Velocity 
Pressure• 
1. 31 
1. 73 
1.83 
2.30 
2.42 
3.98 
4.40 
Equivalent 
Diameters 
of Leader 
Pi pet 
51 
68 
72 
90 
95 
156 
173 
Equivalent 
Number of 
90-0eg. 
Elbowst 
1. 17 
1. 56 
1.65 
2.07 
2 . 18 
3.58 
3.98 
•Based on Fig. 12, at velocity of 300 ft. per min. 
tBased on pressure loss in duct from American Society of H eating and \ pentilating Engineer's Guide for 1942, p. 612. 
tBascd on prc>ssure loss in elbows from "Pressure Loss Caused by Elbows in 8-i nch Round Venti-
lating Duct" by M . C. Stuart, C. F. Warner, and W . C. Roberts; H eating, Piping, and Air Condi-tioning, October, 1941, pp. 642-648. 
A velocity of 300 ft. per min. was selected as representative of 
velocities existing in gravity furnace plants and the ratios of total pres-
sure loss to velocity pressure loss in the leader pipe, as read from the 
curves in Fig. 12 at this velocity, are shown in Table 18. Correspond-
ing values, expressed in terms of equivalent diameters of leader pipe 
and equivalent numbers of 90-degree elbows, are also shown in this 
table. It is evident from Table 18 that the pressure loss in the boots 
tested was equivalent to that occurring in from 51 to 173 diameters, 
or from 1.17 to 3.98 ninety-degree elbows. 
6. Application of Results.- The derivation of Tables 13 and 14 in 
Appendix A were based on test results obtained with conventional unit 
runs of 8 ft. containing either a universal boot and 90-degree elbow, 
No. 3, or a fl.at boot, No. 8. These two boots were regarded as an 
elbow and so used in Tables 9, 13, and 14. Thus, the effects of these 
two boots were included in the test results and were also taken into 
account in the tables. If boots having materially greater resistances 
than those given by Nos. 3 and 8 are to be installed, then an additional 
correction should be employed in the application of Tables 13 and 14. 
The simplest way to make such a correction is by the inclusion of the 
proper number of 90-degree elbows. 
It may be noted from Table 18 that Boots Nos. 3 and 8 were 
~ 
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equi,·alent to approximately two elbows. Hence, no correction would 
be necessary for any boot combinations in which the pressure loss did 
not appreciably exceed that due to t"·o equiYalent 90-degree elbows. 
This is true of Boots )Jos. 1, 4, and 7, as \Yell as of Nos. 3 and 8. On 
the other hand , the resistances of Boots ~os. 5 and 6 were equivalent 
to those of 3.98 and 3.58 equivalent 90-degree elbows respectively. 
That is, they were equivalent to approximately two elbows in addition 
to the basic resistances used in the derivation of Tables Nos. 13 and 14. 
Hence, in the application of the tables, two additional elbows should 
be included if the installation is to contain boots of the types repre-
sented by Boots ~os. 5 and 6. 
APPEKDIX D 
LABORATORY TESTS ON HORIZONTAL RUNS OF ROUND, SQUARE, 
A~D RECTANGULAR LEADER PIPES 
1. Object.- The objects of these tests were (1) to compare the 
carrying capacity of leader pipes having a sudden rise and a long 
horizontal section with that of leader pipes having a uniform pitch 
from bonnet to boot, and (2) to compare the carrying capacities of 
round, square, and rectangular leader pipes having the same equiva-
lent diameter. 
2. D escription of Plant and M ethod of Procedure.-These tests 
were run on the auxiliary single-leader furnace plant described in En-
gineering Experiment Station Bulletin 188, and the same method of 
procedure was followed. 
3. Horizontal Leader Pipes .- The carrying capacities of the ar-
rangement consisting of a sudden rise and a horizontal section of 
round leader pipe for a first-story run are shown in Curve F, Fig. 13. 
For a register air temperature of 180 deg. F., the carrying capacity was 
9,000 B.t.u. per hr. If a 12-in. x 9-in. register had been used in place of 
the 12-in. x 10-in. register, the capacity would have been approxi-
mately S,640 B.t.u. per hr.* Carrying capacities of leader pipes having 
a uniform pitch from bonnet to boot are given in Table 13. For Unit 
~o. 3, consisting of a leader pipe 10 in. in diameter and 12 ft. in 
length, connected to a 12-in. x 9-in. register, the capacity is given as 
8,340 B.t.u. per hr., or 3.6 per cent less than that obtained with the 
*Univ. of Ill. Eng. Exp. Sta. Bui. 188, p. 67, Fig. 40. The carrying capacity for a 12-in. x 9-in. 
register connected ti> a JO-in. dia. leader was approximately 0.96 of that for a 12-in. x 10-in. reg-
ister connected to the 10-in . dia. lender pipe. 
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AND RECTAXGULAR LEADER PIPES 
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arrangement consisting of a sudden rise and a horizonta l section of 
round leader pipe. 
In the case of second-story runs, the capacities of the arrangement 
consisting of a sudden rise and a horizontal :ocction of round leader 
pipe are shown in Cur\'e E, Fig. 13. For a register air temperature of 
170 deg. F., the capacity 1rns 11 500 B.t.u. per hr., but if a 14-in. x 
31;4-in. stack had been used in place of the 12 1,h-in. x 5Yz -in . stack , the 
capacit~- " ·ould have been approximate ly 10 870 B.t.u. per hr .'' The 
carrying capacities of arrangements consisting of leader pipes haYing 
uniform pitch from bonnet to boot are ginn in Table 14. For Unit 
No. 14, consisting of a leader pipe 10 in. in diameter and 12 ft. in 
length, connected to a 14-in. x 31;4-in. stack , the capacity is giYCn as 
10 390 B.t.u . per hr. or only 4Yz per cent less than that shO\rn in 
Fig. 13, Curve E. 
The capacities for arrangements F and E sho1rn in Fig. 13 11·erc in 
fairly close agreement 11·ith the corresponding capacities shown in 
Tables 13 and 14. Hence. it ma>- be, concluded that the tables arc ap-
plicable to arrangements consi:"ting of a sudden rise and a horizonta l 
section of round leader-pipe, and that bYO 30-degrce angles similar to 
those shO\rn in the e]e,·ation in Fig. 13 need not be counted as equiYa-
lent elbows. In addition, tests made on an arrangement consisting of 
a round leader pipe \Yith a wrtical rise containing two 90-degrec 
elbO\YS followed by a horizontal section, indicated that the carrying 
capacity of this type of run was substantially the same as that for a 
run in which the leader pipe had a uniform pitch from bonnet to boot. 
Apparently the advantage gained by the sudden Ycrtical rise was 
enough to offset the disadYantage of the t1rn additional elbows, and 
in such an arrangement, in \Yhich the fio11· of air is turned upward in 
a vertical plane, the two elbO\YS near the bonnet take-off need not be 
counted as equivalent elbo11·s . 
4. Ronnd, Sqnare, and R ectangnlar L eader Pipes.-The equiYalent 
diameter of round pipe supposedly equal in carrying capacity to square 
and rectangular pipe haYing giYen dimensions may be found from 
tables of equivalent round pipe diameters. These tables are based on 
quantities of air and hydraulic radii required to give the same friction 
loss in all cases. The equivalent round pipe diameters of the round, 
square, and rectangular pipes used in these tests were 10-in., 11.0-in. 
and 11.1-in., and the corresponding areas were 78.5, 95.0, and 97.6 sq. 
in. respectively. These areas haYe been designated as the equiYalent 
*From Fig. 3, the relati\'e heat ing effects were 0.935 and 0.99 respecti,·elr for stack-leader 
ratios of 0.58 and 0.88. 
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TABLE 19 
CARRYIXG CAPACITY OF ROUND, SQUARE, AND RECTANGULAR LEADER PIPES TO 
SECOND-STORY REGISTERS 
Leader Pipe Ratio Carrying Capacity a t 170 
of d eg. F ., B .t .u . per hr. 
Stack Rcla- Correc-Area tive Equiv- Equiv- to Heating ti on P er 
alent alcnt Actual Effect• Factort Cor- Unit Shape Dimensions Diam- Arca Leader Actual rcctcdt Equiv-eter SQ. Area alent in. in. Area 
---
--- ----
---- ----
-------
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
---
--- ---- ----
---- ----
---
Round 10-in. dia. 10 . 0 78. ,j 0 .88 0 . 990 0 975 11 400 11 100 141 
Square 10-in . x 10-in. 11.0 95 0 0 . 69 0 . 960 1.005 11 800 11 850 125 
Hectangular 7 !1-in. x 14-in. 11.1 97 .6 0 . 66 0.955 1 .010 12 300 12 420 127 
' 
*From Fig. 3. 
tCorrcctcd to an equivalent delivery with stac k-leader ratio of 0.7. 
leader pipe areas. The curves in Fig. 13 showing carrying capacities 
of square and rectangular leader pipes in first-story runs have been 
designated by T and Q respectively. At a register air temperature of 
180 deg. F ., the carrying capacities in B.t.u. per hr. per sq. in. of 
equivalent leader pipe area were approximately 100 for the square and 
rectangular pipes, and 115 for the round leader pipe. Hence, the effec-
tiveness of the square and rectangular pipes per sq. in. of equivalent 
leader area "·as approximately 13 per cent less than that of the 
round pipe. 
The curves designated by U and R in Fig. 13 represent carrying 
capacities for second-story runs with square and rectangular leader 
pipes respectively. Since stacks of different sizes were used in the 
tests, the carrying capacities read from the curves were corrected to 
those that would have been obtained with a common stack having 
a stack-leader area of 0.7 and the corrected values are shown in 
Column 9 of Table 19. The corrected carrying capacities in terms of 
B.t.u. per hr. per sq. in. of equivalent leader pipe area for a register 
air temperature of 170 deg. F., are shown in the last column of 
Table 19. It may be noted that the average capacity of about 126 for 
the square and rectangular leader pipes was also approximately 13 per 
cent less than the capacity of 141 for the round leader pipe. 
Hence, it may be concluded that, for gravity warm-air heating 
systems, round leader pipes are relatively more effective per unit 
equiYalent area than either square or rectangular leader pipes. 
